Abstract. We construct explicit d-primitives of Cauchy-Fantappiè type kernels on analytic subvarieties of domains in C" , outside the zero set of a holomorphic map defined on the variety. Then we use these primitives to derive, by means of a process of passing to a residue, integral formulas for CR-functions defined on subsets of the boundary of a variety. Certain geometric restrictions on the varieties are imposed. These primitives apply in the particular case of the Bochner-Martinelli kernel in domains in C and we use these primitives, in this case, to prove a criterion for holomorphic extendability of CR-functions defined on certain subsets of the boundary of a domain in C .
Introduction
Let D, G c C" be bounded domains with smooth boundary and D c G.
Let h: G -► Cp be a holomorphic map and set Z(«) -{£ € G: «(C) = 0} . In [2] we constructed kernels a (Ç,z) and ß {Q so that if / is a holomorphic function on Z{h) and zeZ(n)nZ) then Certain geometric restrictions (transversality conditions) were imposed which guarantee that Z{h)ndD is a smooth manifold. In this paper we pursue further these constructions by proving an integral formula satisfied by CR-functions which are defined on certain parts of the boundary of a variety. First we construct another kernel, » (Ç, z), which is a _ L <9{-primitive of a (£, z) on Dom(y(-, z)) n Z(«) off the zero variety Z{g) = {C € G: g(C) = 0} of g, where g: G -* C is another holomorphic map with P + q < « -1 and z e Z(«, g) n /> is fixed, i.e., (2) dcnhg{t;,z) = ah{i;,z) forC€Dom(y(-,z))n(Z(«)-Z(«,(?)).
The kernel nJÇ,z) is explicitly defined in terms of y, of g and of Hefer decompositions of « and g and it is singular along Z{h,g); see §1 for the precise description of ng . This construction is interesting even in the case p -0 in which case Z(«) = G and ah{Ç,z) A ßh{Q is simply the Cauchy-Fantappiè kernel, co'{y){Ç, z) A <y(£), associated to y (see §3 for notation). The case p = 0, q -1 was carried out earlier in [7, 5 and 3] with v. = |£-z|_2(C7 -2\). In these papers the 9f-primitive (which coincides with ours in this case) was used to prove certain theorems about holomorphic extendability of CR-functions.
In §2 we consider the subvarieties Z(«) Let us point out that the integrand of the integral fdr in (3) is singular along a certain part of Y, namely Z(«, g) n 3D, which accounts for the term Szih g)ndD m tne right-hand side of (3). Certain transversality assumptions are made which make Stokes' theorem type analysis on various manifolds possible. The derivation of (3) is based on Stokes' theorem, used to change the contour 3T in the integral fdr into another contour, close to the singularities Z(«, g)P\ 3D of « (Ç,z), together with a process of passing to a residue; a particular case of this process was carried out in [6] .
The integral formula (3) is a generalization of (1) since, in the particular case / extends to a holomorphic function on G,p = 0 (i.e., Z{h) = G) and T = Z{h) n 3D = 3D (in which case 3T = 0), the integral formula (3) is reduced to (4) / /(C)a/(y)(C, z) A o)(f ) = f f{C)ag{C, z) A ßg{Q and the integral in the left-hand side of (4) is equal to /(z) by the CauchyFantappiè formula. The interest in (3) lies, in part, in that this integral formula holds regardless of the existence or not of an extension of /, from T to any larger set, as a CR-or holomorphic function. Formula (3) is proved in §2 where we derive some other integral formulas which follow from it.
Finally, in §3, we specialize in domains in C" and we use the ^-primitives of the Bochner-Martinelli kernel that we constructed, to prove a criterion for holomorphic extendability of CR-functions defined on certain parts of the boundary of a domain in C" . This criterion is stated in terms of certain integrals of the primitives (involving the CR-function too) taken on cycles lying in the part of the boundary of the domain where the CR-function is defined. In this paragraph we follow ideas from [3, 4 and 7] .
In this section we will construct explicit 3 -primitives for some CauchyFantappiè type kernels on analytic varieties. We start by describing the setting and establishing notation. Let D and G be bounded domains in C" with smooth boundary and D c G. Let y: {3D) x D -> C" be a smooth function so that (*) ¿y;(í,z)(í,.-z.)=l foT{C,z)e{3D)xD. ; here we use determinants with entries differential forms; for properties of such determinants see [1, p. 8 ]. In the above determinant which defines a , j runs from j = \ to j = « forming the «-rows of it and the column \B,y],< <n is repeated (« -p -l)-times (as indicated); h h a is a (0,« -p -l)-form in £. Of course, the differential form a (£,z) depends on y and on the chosen Hefer decomposition {«. } of « which we consider fixed. Let us point out that for most of what follows, z will be a fixed point inside D and £ will belong to 3D. Also, if we fix z in D then there is a smooth extension of y{-, z) (in Q in a neighborhood of 3D, satisfying (*) and we will frequently make use of such an extension.
We will also use multi-index notation which we describe next. For a p-multiindex J = {1 < jx < ■ ■ ■ < j < «} we write Of course ßh{£) is defined for C for which |V«(C)|^0. Now let g : G -► C9 be another holomorphic map with p + q < n -1 and let {Skj} De a Hefer decomposition of g, i.e., gkj are holomorphic functions on G x G with (***) ¿ft/C,*)(C,-z,)
= fc(C)-*fc(*), fc = l,...,î,(Ç,z)€GxG.
Then («,#) = {hx, ... ,h ,gx, ... ,g ): G -► Cp+? is a holomorphic map too and therefore we can associate to it, to the chosen Hefer decompositions {hu,gkj} of it and to y, the differential forms a{h'g){Ç,z) and ß{h'g){Q;
let us point out that the constant in front of a is c{p + q); a is a (0,« -p -q -l)-form (in Q and ß{h'g) isa (n -p -<7,0)-form. Similarly we can define ag{Ç,z) and ßg{Q. Next we describe the geometric assumptions that we make in this section. Let Z(«) = {£ec7:rt(C) = 0}.
We assume that |V«(C)| # 0 for Ç e Z(«) n 9/) so that Z(«) is smooth near r9D and that Z(«) meets 9/) transversally so that Z{h) f\3D is a smooth (2«-2/7-1 )-real-dimensional manifold; also Z(«)n D has finitely many singular points. In this paragraph we do not make any assumption of independence of the gx, ... , g ; for example it may be that g = ■■■ = g
In the above setting we will construct an explicit 9,-primitive for each of the differential forms a (Ç,z) and a {C,z)Aß (Ç) restricted, in Ç, to the variety Z(«) outside of Z{h,g); z will be a fixed point in Z{h,g)C\D.
For Define
With this notation we will prove the following theorem.
Remarks, (a) Let us point out that the differential form n depends on the chosen Hefer decompositions of h and g as well as on y which are considered fixed.
(b) Theorem 1.1 applies in the case p = 0 too; in this case the kernel a (£,z) A /? (Ç) is simply the Cauchy-Fantappiè kernel of D associated to y and Theorem 1.1 gives an explicit 9,-primitive of it in {3D) -Z{g); we will come back to this point in §3.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We may assume that z -0 (€ Z{h,g) nD) ; we may also assume, without loss of generality (because of the symmetry expressed by determinants), that Ç, ¿ 0. Then
Throughout this proof, yy = y7-(C,0), Ay = hij{C,0) and sg = sg{C,0); also 3 = 3,. In the determinants in (1) j runs from j = 2 to j = « forming the 2nd up to the « th-row of it, as indicated. Now let us multiply the j'th-row of each determinant in ( 1 ) by £. and add it to its first row, for j -2,3, ... ,n; then (1) becomes (in view of (*), (**) and (* * **) and the fact that £ e Z («) and OeZ{h,g)): (2) iiî(C,0) = -^"x;2det
Next applying 3C in both sides of (2) we obtain Similarly we prove (in the same way we proved (5) for 1 < 7j < • • • < j"_p_x < « ; this follows from (7); but (9) implies (8) in this case.
2«úí case: p + q = « -1, i.e., q = n -p -I; in this case it follows again from (7) and multilinearity of determinants that 
AN INTEGRAL FORMULA
In this paragraph we will prove an integral formula involving CR-functions which are defined on subsets of the boundary of a variety. We will use the notation of § 1 ; let D,G,y ,h,g ,hi-, gkj be as in § 1. The geometric assumptions imposed in this paragraph are the following:
First we assume that |VA| ^ 0 on Z(«) n 3D and that Z(A) meets 3D transversally (as in § 1 ); furthermore we assume that | V(A, g)\ ^ 0 on Z(A, g)n 3D and that Z{h,g) meets Z{h)f)3D transversally, so that Z{h,g)C\3D is a smooth manifold of real dimension 2n-2p-2q-\ and that Z{h,g)C\D has finitely many singular points; let us point out that, since we assume p+q < « It follows from (1), (2) and (3) that (4) f fah{.,z)Aßh-[ fnhg{.,z)Aßh= f fr,hg{.,z)Aßh.
jt' Jar Jtc
Letting e -» 0 through points so that 7^ is smooth, we obtain from (4), The rest of the proof is devoted to computing the limit lim/* fVg{-,z)Aßh by a process of passing to a residue. In the following calculations, £ and differential forms in it, are restricted to the manifold T*. Hence 1 (6) sj=-jJ2 SkjSk (here Ik = W)and Skj = Skjtt >z)). (Throughout this proof 3 -d¡..) It follows from (7) and (8) Letting e -» 0 we obtain from (13), also in view of ( 12) On the other hand, by Lemma 4,  (15) lim f /R Aßh = 0 for0<«i<í-2.
It follows from (14), (15) and (11) In obtaining (16) we used the fact that \gx\ -\-\-\gq\ = e ; we also assumed that gx = gx{C) / 0; there is no loss of generality in assuming this since the differential form a ( "^ A il'{g) is symmetric in gx, ... ,g , i. e., it remains unchanged under any permutation of gx, ... , g . The way we obtained (16) is the following: gx multiplied the first row of the determinant and then we added to the first row the k th-rows multiplied by gk (for k -2, ... ,q). Now ( 16) gives (17) But (7) and (8) 
V ' Aw ' y7■> ¿2 gk 8kj 3 dyj , gx gkj -gk gXj k=\ In the determinant of ( 19) j runs from j = 1 to j = « forming the «-rows of it; its last {q -l)-columns are indexed by k which varies from k -2 to k -q as indicated. Using the multilinearity of the determinant in ( 19) in the column Y?k=i ~g~k 8k j and in the columns indexed by k (2 < k < q), we obtain (20) .
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Recall that The following theorem is a consequence of Theorem 2.1. It gives a relation among certain integrals associated to CR-functions defined on parts of the boundaries of two varieties whose intersection is at least 1-dimensional. The setting of this theorem is similar to the one of Theorem 2.1 but with some additional transversality assumptions which we describe next. Let us consider the setting of Theorem 2.1 with the additional assumptions that |Vg| ^ 0 on Z{g)n3D and that Z{g) meets 3D transversally. Furthermore let us consider for / a CR-function on {Z{h)uZ{g))ndD and zeZ{h,g)f)D.
Recall that it is part of the assumptions, under which (I) was proved, that p + q < « -1.
Another assumption that we used in the proof of (I) is the following:
|V(A, g)\ ¿ 0 on Z{h, g) n 3D and Z{h, g) meets Z(A) n 3D and Z{g) n 3D transversally.
Obviously (II) is not needed in the statement of the integral formula (I), i.e., the integrals in (I) make sense without the assumption (II); however we do not know how to prove (I) without (II). Recall that the way (I) is proved is by comparing each side of it to the integral fz,h gsnaDfa A ß which becomes improper if \V{h,g)\ = 0 at some point of Z{h,g) n 3D and the contour Z(A, g)(~\3D is not a smooth manifold if Z(A, g) fails to meet Z(A)n 3D transversally.
There is an interesting case in which (I) holds without the assumption (II): if / extends as a holomorphic function in a neighborhood (in C") of (Z(A) U Z{g)) n 3D then a deformation argument based on Sard's theorem proves (I) without (II) (by reducing the general case to the case in which (II) holds). One more case in which we know that (I) holds without (II) (without even the condition: p + q < « -1) is the following: If / extends to a CR-function on 3D then (by Theorem 2.1 ) each side of (I) is equal to fdD fco'{y){-, z) A oe where (o'(y){-, z) A oj is the Cauchy-Fantappiè kernel associated to y (see §3 for this notation). Of course z is assumed to be in Z{h)nZ{g)nD {Z{h)nZ{g)nD may be just a finite set of points). In conclusion, let us point out that what we said, in this remark, about (I) holds also for the more general formula of Theorem 2.2.
A CRITERION FOR EXTEND ABILITY OF CR-FUNCTIONS
In this section we specialize in the case of domains in C" and the 3-primitive of the Cauchy-Fantappiè kernel given by Theorem 1.1. We will use these primitives to state and prove a criterion for holomorphic extendability of CR-functions which are defined in certain parts of the boundary of a domain in C". Next we compare certain integrals of such primitives corresponding to two holomorphic maps A and g. To make it precise let g : G -► C9 be another holomorphic map and {gk.} be a Hefer decomposition of g ; then we can associate to g and {gkj} the differential form nA-,z) which is a 9,-primitive of co'{y){-, z) on Dom(y (-, z) Remarks, (a) The various smoothness and transversality conditions that we used to prove (1) (these are the conditions assumed in Theorem 2.2) are not needed in the statement of the integral formula (1); we do not know whether (1) holds without these conditions except in two cases which we describe next. /{er /{ear Now condition (M) guarantees that F{z) is well defined, i.e., it is independent of the choice of A (and its Hefer decomposition) and of the choice of Y.
It remains to prove that F\D {F restricted to D) is a holomorphic extension of/.
First let us prove that F is holomorphic in G -3D. For this purpose fix a z € G -3D and choose an A € ^z0 ; of course, A depends on z but if z is sufficiently close to z then A -A (z) e ^ , so that we may use the kernel Ph°-h°(z) *nthe integral defining F{z), i.e., Ct-z, det n-2 l<7<n f 1 if*-;, fc^ \0 iffc^j; pt is simply a 9-primitive of (o'{b) Aco on C" -{£ e C" : £fc = zfc} (for a fixed &, 1 < k < n).
A computation shows that 3<Pk .
*Sk~ Zk ir \ 3z ÍC (4) (see [3, p. 180 
]).
It follows from (4) that 3yk{-, z)/az¿. is extended from C" -{£ € C" : £¿ zfc} to C" -{z} as a smooth form and that 
